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Database Systems: Design, Implementation, and Management (with Premium WebSite Printed Access Card and Essential Textbook Resources Printed Access Card)Course Technology PTR, 2012

	Practical and easy to understand, DATABASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT, Tenth Edition, gives readers a solid foundation in database design and implementation. Filled with visual aids such as diagrams, illustrations, and tables, this market-leading book provides in-depth coverage of database design, demonstrating that the...
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jQuery Tools UI LibraryPackt Publishing, 2012

	"Let's face it—do you really need drag and drop, resizable windows, or sortable lists on your website…?"

	

	If the answer is no, then welcome to "jQuery Tools UI Library"!

	

	jQuery Tools is a compact, powerful library that contains enough components to provide the most...
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Fundamentals of Signals and Systems Using the Web and MATLAB (3rd Edition)Pearson Education, 2006

	With the presentation at an introductory level, the third edition of the book (2007 copyright) contains a comprehensive treatment of continuous-time and discrete-time signals and systems, with demos on the textbook website (users.ece.gatech.edu/~bonnie/book3), data downloaded from the Web, and illustrations of numerous MATLAB commands for the...
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Java Servlet ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1998
A few years ago, the hype surrounding applets put Java on the map as a programming language for the Web. Today, Java servlets stand poised to take Java to the next level as a Web development language. The main reason is that servlets offer a fast, powerful, portable replacement for CGI scripts. 
 
The Java Servlet API, introduced as the...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You own your own business. You have also created a website for your business that details the products or services that you offer, but it doesn't allow potential customers to purchase anything online. Don't risk losing business-learn to create a dynamic online environment using only three programs. PHP, MySQL and Apache are three popular...
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SEO WarriorO'Reilly, 2009
I was compelled to write SEO Warrior for many reasons. Every day, thousands of sites are born in the hopes of making it big. Most of them will fail before achieving their goals. Many site owners create their sites blindly, without conducting proper research. Many site owners do not even know what search engine optimization (SEO) is and what its...
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Data Analysis and Graphics Using R: An Example-Based ApproachCambridge University Press, 2010

	Discover what you can do with R! Introducing the R system, covering standard regression methods, then tackling more advanced topics, this book guides users through the practical, powerful tools that the R system provides. The emphasis is on hands-on analysis, graphical display, and interpretation of data. The many worked examples, from...
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The Web Collection Revealed Premium Edition: Adobe Dreamweaver CS5, Flash CS5 and Photoshop CS5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2010

	Welcome to Th e Web Collection Premium Edition: Adobe Dreamweaver
	CS5, Flash CS5, and Photoshop CS5—Revealed. Th is book off ers creative
	projects, concise instructions, and coverage of basic Dreamweaver,
	Flash, Photoshop, and Creative Suite integration skills, helping you
	to create polished, professional-looking websites,...
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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design & Web Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Creative Suite 6 choose Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design and Web Premium Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 6 project-based lessons show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working with the applications in the...
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Data Structures and Algorithms (Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, 13)World Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This is an excellent, up-to-date and easy-to-use text on data structures and algorithms that is intended for undergraduates in computer science and information science. The thirteen chapters, written by an international group of experienced teachers, cover the fundamental concepts of algorithms and most of the important data structures as...
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Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About DVDMcGraw-Hill, 2003
JIM TAYLOR'S OFFICIAL DVD FAQ 
 When DVD newcomers and the DVD community itself want answers, they go to Jim Taylor's dvddemystified.com Website. But growing legions of DVD fans clamored for more. They asked for a book that puts DVD answers at their fingertips any time, anywhere! 

PACKED WITH ANSWERS...
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Database Management SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2000
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS is designed for use in a course in databases. This book is distinctive in its emphasis on the practical side of databases. This means that it has unique coverage of database design, uses SQL throughout the book to demonstrate different concepts, and has an emphasis on query evaluation and optimization. In this revision...
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